A comprehensive analytical model is presented to study the pressure transient behavior of a naturally fractured reservoir with a continuous matrix block size distribution. Geologically realistic probability density functions of matrix block size are used to represent reservoim of varying fracture intensity and varying degrees of fracture uniformity. Transient interporosity flow is assumed and interporosity skin is incorporated.
Drawdown and interference pressure transient tests are investigated. The results show distinctions in the pressure response from intensely and sparsely fractured reservoirs in the absence of interporosity skin. The pressure response in a nonunifomly fractured reservoir approaches that of a nonfractured (homogeneous) reservoir for the case of large matrix block size variability. Type curves are developed to estimate matrix block size variability and the degree of fracture intensity for drawdown and interference well tests.
JNTRODUC TION
Currently, matrix block size distribu a determinable parameter from pressure transient tests. Yet, the utility of determining matrix block size distributions is paramount since block size is one of the two phase flow, it recovery efficiency of the an also result due to variability in matrix block size and intersection angle. omenon can be included as interporosity skin. he distribution of fracture lengths commonly observed in outcrops are exponentially decaying (i.e. there are many short joint lengths and few large joint lengths). extended the Ley et ai to continuous probability density functions of matrix block size. They considered three probability density functions: Dirac delta, uniform, and bimodal. With an increase in the variance of the matrix block size distribution, they found features of a fractured reservoir response become less pronounced.
The function f(s) embodies the reservoir parameters including the matrix block size distribution.. For transient interporosity flow in the presence of interporosity skin:
where, In this paper, a continuous probability density function of matrix block sizes will be used. The objective is to show that drawdown and interference well testing can provide an indication of the degree of fracture intensity and the degree of uniformity of fracturing.
THEOR Y AND SOLU TION
The diffusivity equation for a double porosity reservoir can be modified to include a random distribution of matrix block size by adding a source integral [2]:
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Prediction of the pressure response requires the type of matrix block size distribution be known or assumed. Once the PDF is selected, fracture intensity can then be inferred from pressure transient data. Two types of probability density functions are used to represent the variability of matrix block sizes. These types, exponential and linear (Figure 3 ), occur mast often as indicated in the geological literature. The Dirac delta (or uniform block size) and rectangular distribution are each subsets of the exponential and linear distributions. As fracture intensity increases, mean block size decreases and P(h) becomes skewed to the smaller block sizes. As fracture intensity decreases, the reverse is true.
The exponential PDF is given br:
The source integral in Equation 1 accounts for the flow contribution of the matrix to the fracture. It is assumed that fluid travels from the matrix to the fractures and to the wellbore. P(h) is the probability density function (PDF)describing the likelihood of a certain matrix block size to exist and Q(h) is the flow contribution from that matrix block to the fracture. For transient interporosity flow and slab geometry: Q( h), therefore, takes into consideration the mode of interporosity flow and also the geometry of the matrix blocks.
For a well producing at constant rate in an infinite reservoir, the interference solution in Laplace space is:
where 'a' is the exponential eonstant. The linear distribution function is:
and for drawdown:
where 'm' is the slope and 'b' is the vertical intercept of the Cartesian plot of P(hD) versus ho. Because a probability function must be positive. the slope must be in the range: Parameters is the Laplace variable related to dimensionless time ( t~) and the Bessel function argument is: The intercept 'b' is given by:
When 'm' is zero (linear) or 'a' is zero (exponential), both probability density functions reduce to the rectangular distribution: where y is the variable of integration and r is the matrix response time coefficient:
and r, , is the response time coefficient of the most dormant or largest matrix block
In general, the time domain approximation gives remarkably good results (Figure 6 ). Using the difference between the extrapolated late time pressure response and the observed pressure, one obtains:
The rype curve (Figure 7) is then generated by plotting the pressure difference AP versus & for a range of hroti.
and wm values. The type curve demonstrates several key ideas. As matrix storativity predominates (increasing wm), h,t, affects the pressure response more significantly. The effect of an increasing h r a b on the pressure response is greatest for lower values of hmc& ( e.g. the pressure response changes more significantly for hrab values from 0.1 to 0.5 than from 0.5 to 1.0). Therefore, the larger the matrix block size variability, the more significantly the pressure response is affected. For hratio approaching one, the re sponse reverts to the uniformly fractured (uniform block size) case. An example of the effect of interporosity skin (SID,,,,,,) on the pressure transient response is shown in Figure 8 . For small interporosity skin factors, a si&-cant change in the pressure derivative is seen, and thus, the effect of the matrix block size distribution is masked. The derivative profile becomes symmetric which is typical of the PSS response demonstrated by Warren and Root.
As interporosity skin increases, the derivative profile shifts in time, giving apparent X values that are too small (more dormant). Thus, interpreting pressure transient tests via Warren and Root may give systematically lower estimates of X than actually exists in the reservoir. The fracture intensity will then be underestimated.
ON-INTERFERENCE mTIXrJG
Braester[41 demonstrated that drawdown (or buildup) testing in naturally fractured reservoirs may not be influenced by matrix blocks significantly away from the wellbore. Interference testing, therefore, is preferred because the response is affected by matrix blocks between the active and observation web. A simplified solution for interference testing in the absence of storage and wellbore skin is the line source solution: 
Equation 25 can then be evaluated using the inverse Laplace transform relation:
A type curve (Figure 9) is prepared using the uniform PDF case for a given w , . For 
3
describes the matrix block size variability or the degree of uniformity of fracturing. For h,t, a p proaching unity, the response approaches that of a uniformly fractured reservoir, while for hr4& approaching zero, the response resembles that of a h e mogeneous reservoir.
For naturally fractured reservoirs with interporosity skin, the matrix block size variability is not estimatable. Fracture intensity may be underestimated if the Warren and Root interpretation is employed. 
